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Sophisticated, innovative, and unique
Aquapres™ by Lang Dental — While visiting the exhibits at this year’s
Hinman Dental Meeting, I was talking
to Dave Lang, the owner of Lang Dental
Company. He asked me if I had a Lang
Aquapres,™ and I said that I thought every dentist had one. He said, “No they
don’t.” I could not believe it because I
have used one for years. I asked Dave if
he had raised the price. He said he had
not, and that the Aquapres™ is still very
inexpensive. I said maybe the problem
is that it never wears out. Just in case
Aquapres™ by Lang Dental
you are one of those who do not know
™
about the Lang Aquapres , it will make anything you do with acrylic
resins — such as provisionals or removables — better. One of the
easiest and most trouble-free methods to obtaining stronger, denser,
and porosity-free acrylic work is to use the Lang Aquapres™ hydraulic
pressure curing unit. It works on relines, repairing acrylic on partials.
Aquapres™ is safe to use because it requires no compressed air or electricity. It operates safely under hydraulic pressure, and is easily applied
with a twist of the wrist. The complete fabrication system consistently
generates dependable, high-quality results by eliminating porosity in
methacrylate acrylics while achieving long-lasting color. Equally appealing is the low cost of this unit. Small and compact, Aquapres™ can
also easily be stored in your lab. It is portable, not only within your
office, but also to remote clinics such as nursing homes. High quality,
dependable, and color-stable, acrylic work is easily, conveniently, and
quickly accomplished in your office, your office lab, or chairside. Aquapres™ is a problem solver that every practice will find helpful. Don’t
be left out in the cold without the Lang Aquapres™. Order one via any
dental dealer, or visit www.langdentalmanufacturing.com for more information.
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Aquapres

™

Stronger, Better Aesthetics
…Safely and Easily
Great Results, Easily Achieved

Creates a stronger, denser acrylic, without
bubbles or porosity for color stable results
and increased performance efficiency. Plus
easy to teach dental team staff to operate
while other important clinical or laboratory
tasks need to be addressed

Hydraulic, not pneumatic

Provides a safer work environment over
air pressure, without the need for an air
compressor, heat or electricity

Compact design

Requires no extra attachments, space
saving on a counter or in storage

Up to $50 of FREE Products
Buy an Aquapres™ and receive this limited time
offer…FREE with a proof of purchase copy of your

Aquapres invoice, receive your choice of any Lang Dental
products valued up to $50.
Multiple products leading to a value of $50 are acceptable, 25% discount opportunity on
your purchase. Call for ordering guidance or refer to www.langdental.com to determine
the desired free goods. Purchase must be completed by May15, 2010 or later. Offer ends
December 31, 2010.
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